
CORSICA ITINERARIES SUGGESTIONS
7 Days - 14 Days





Corsica offers a wide variety of interesting destinations, from
lively coastal towns to secluded beaches and peaceful coves:
Ajaccio, Calvi, Porto-Vecchio, Bonifacio, the Lavezzi Islands,
and many more.

During your Corsica cruise, you can enjoy a wide range of
activities, such as swimming, snorkelling, hiking, sampling
Corsican cuisine, visiting historic sites, and much more.

Discover our suggested itineraries and anchorages for your
next catamaran cruise in Corsica. 

 CORSICA
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7 DAY
ITINERARY



Day 1 :  Start
Port of Bonifacio

Day 3 :  
The Maddalena archipelago

Day 2 : 
 Lavezzi 

Day 4 : 
Rondinara

Day 5 :
Santa Giulia

Day 6 : 
Bonifacio
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 Chartering a catamaran in Bonifacio gives you the chance
to discover this beautiful region from the sea, enjoying its
crystal-clear waters and stunning coastal scenery.

The harbour itself offers modern facilities for yachtsmen,
with well-maintained pontoons, mooring and refuelling
services. You'll also find a range of amenities such as
restaurants, shops and sanitary facilities within easy reach of
the harbour, making your stay even easier.
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DAY 1 : START
Port of Bonifacio 



The archipelago of the Lavezzi Islands is made up of several
islets and rocks, including the main island, the Isle of Lavezzi.
This island is renowned for its wild, unspoilt landscapes and
exceptional marine biodiversity.

The waters around the Lavezzi Islands are ideal for
snorkelling and scuba diving, offering a unique opportunity
to explore a seabed rich in marine life, including colourful
fish, coral and historic shipwrecks. The island of Lavezzi is
uninhabited
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DAY 2 : 
Ile Lavezzi
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The archipelago is made up of several main islands,
including La Maddalena, which is the largest and most
developed in terms of tourist infrastructure. Other
important islands include Caprera, Budelli, Razzoli, Santa
Maria and Spargi, as well as numerous smaller islets. 

La Maddalena is the main inhabited island, home to a
charming harbour town of the same name, where you'll
find restaurants, shops and tourist attractions. The island is
also famous for its historical remains, including military
fortifications dating back to the Napoleonic era.

DAY 3: SARDINIA 
THE MADDALENA ARCHIPELAGO
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The Gulf of Rondinara is a magnificent bay on the east coast
of Corsica, between Porto-Vecchio and Bonifacio.
Considered one of the most beautiful beaches in Corsica
and even the Mediterranean, the Gulf of Rondinara is
renowned for its crystal-clear waters, fine sand and unspoilt
natural setting.

Rondinara beach is nestled in a crescent-shaped bay,
surrounded by hills covered in Mediterranean scrub, giving
it a peaceful, picturesque atmosphere.  

DAY 4 : CORSICA
GULF OF RONDINARA
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The Gulf of Santa Giulia is another gem on Corsica's south-east
coast, located near Porto-Vecchio. It's a magnificent crescent-
shaped bay, framed by hills covered in Mediterranean scrub and
bordered by crystal-clear turquoise waters.

Santa Giulia beach is renowned for its fine white sand and
shallow waters, making it ideal for families with children. The
beach is also popular for water sports such as paddle boarding,
kayaking and snorkelling due to its clear, calm waters.

DAY 5 :
GULF OF  SANTA GIULA
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DAY 6 :

Back to Bonifacio





14 DAY ITINERARY



Day 1 :  Start
Bonifacio

Day  3-4 : 
Scandola reserve

Day 2-3 :  
Calvi

Day 5-6 : 
Porto

Day 7- 8 : 
Calanques of Piana

Day 11 -12 :
Propriano

Day 9-10 : 
Ajaccio
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Day 13 -14 :
Bonifacio







Chartering a catamaran in Bonifacio gives you the chance
to discover this beautiful region from the sea, enjoying its
crystal-clear waters and stunning coastal scenery.

The harbour itself offers modern facilities for yachtsmen,
with well-maintained pontoons, mooring and refuelling
services. You'll also find a range of amenities such as
restaurants, shops and sanitary facilities within easy reach of
the harbour, making your stay even easier.
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DAY 1 : CORSE
Start of Bonifacio
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DAY 2  -3 : 
Calvi

Calvi is a charming coastal town on the north-west coast of
Corsica, France. It is renowned for its natural beauty, rich
historical heritage and vibrant cultural life.

At the heart of Calvi is its famous citadel, an ancient
Genoese fortress perched on a hill overlooking the
Mediterranean Sea. The citadel is home to narrow streets
lined with stone houses, picturesque shops, restaurants and
cafés offering breathtaking views over the bay of Calvi. It also
boasts the Cathedral of Saint-Jean-Baptiste, a magnificent
13th-century religious edifice that dominates the town.
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La réserve naturelle de Scandola est un site naturel
exceptionnel situé sur la côte ouest de la Corse, en France.
Classée au patrimoine mondial de l'UNESCO depuis 1983, cette
réserve est renommée pour ses paysages spectaculaires, sa
biodiversité unique et sa géologie remarquable.

En raison de sa valeur écologique et de sa fragilité, la réserve de
Scandola est soumise à des restrictions strictes pour préserver
son écosystème unique. Les visiteurs sont encouragés à
respecter les règles et les directives locales pour minimiser leur
impact sur cet environnement préservé et protégé.

Ces formations rocheuses impressionnantes, sculptées par
l'érosion et le temps, créent un paysage côtier accidenté et
magnifique.

DAY 3 - 4  :
SCANDOLA RESERVE
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DAY 5 - 6  :
GULF OF PORTO

The Gulf of Porto is famous for its spectacular scenery,
including steep red cliffs, secluded coves, sea caves and
unique rock formations. The reddish limestone cliffs that line
the gulf provide a striking contrast to the turquoise waters
of the Mediterranean, creating a breathtaking landscape.

In addition to its remarkable natural landscape, the Gulf of
Porto is also home to several picturesque villages, including
Porto itself, which offers a warm and welcoming
atmosphere, as well as restaurants serving delicious local
cuisine.
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DAY  8 - 9 :
CALANQUES OF PIANA

The Calanques de Piana are a group of spectacular rock
formations located on the west coast of Corsica, between
Porto and Ajaccio. Listed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site
since 1983, these calanques offer a unique and exceptional
natural landscape, characterised by reddish granite cliffs
sculpted by erosion and time
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Head for Ajaccio, the imperial capital of Corsica. Discover this
city steeped in history, with its pedestrianised streets, Fesch
museum and cathedral.

Escape to the Sanguinaires Islands
Located around 15 kilometres west of Ajaccio, these reddish
rocky islets offer a magnificent contrast with the deep blue
of the sea. A boat trip is a must to admire this unique
landscape, which is also ideal for diving and hiking

DAY 11 - 12 :
AJACCIO 
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DAY 13 - 14 :
Propriano 

Propriano offers an enticing blend of natural beauty, history
and Corsican culture.
The quayside is lined with restaurants, cafés and shops,
offering visitors the chance to sample fresh Corsican
specialities, enjoy a coffee on the terrace or shop for local
produce.

Propriano also boasts several beautiful beaches where
visitors can relax in the sun, swim in the crystal-clear waters
or take part in water sports such as windsurfing, kayaking
and jet-skiing. Among the most popular beaches are Lido
beach and Baracci beach.
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DAY 14 : 

 Back to Bonifacio



@sailoe_yachting

@charter.sailoe

SAILOÉ

Contact us !

+ 33 (0)2 97 84 61 61
  + 33 (0)6 08 98 54 79
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WWW.SAILOE.COM

SEYCHELLES
CARAÏBES
BRITTANY

Our other
bases

https://www.instagram.com/sailoe_yachting/
https://fr.linkedin.com/company/sailoe
https://fr.linkedin.com/company/sailoe
https://www.sailoe.com/fr/contact
https://www.sailoe.com/fr

